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Abstract—Cooperative multiple-input-single-output (CMISO)
introduces cooperative nodes (Coops) to reduce the energy
consumption of the cluster head (CH) in cluster-based M2M
capillary networks. Although CMISO reduces energy consump-
tion of CH, it introduces additional energy overhead to Coops,
which contributes to a reduction of network lifetime. In this
paper, we propose a joint CH and Coops selection (JCCS)
scheme with the objective of maximizing the network lifetime.
An exhaustive search technique combined with merge-and-split
operation based on Pareto order method is applied to select the
best CH and Coops. Simulation results show that the proposed
JCCS algorithm outperforms CMISO transmission with LEACH
protocol in terms of network lifetime.

Index Terms—M2M capillary networks, cluster, cooperative
MISO communication, network lifetime.

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication is viewed as

one of the next frontiers in wireless communications. In the

near future, machines will be equipped with the capabilities to

sense and monitor people’s daily requirements, such as smart

city and personal healthcare. M2M capillary networks consists

of a huge number of M2M devices equipped with short-range

radio interfaces, such as IEEE 802.11 [1]. With huge number

of machines, energy efficient communications becomes a

great challenge. Many techniques and protocols have been

investigated to improve energy efficiency in M2M capillary

networks, such as resource management, data aggregation and

nodes clustering [2] [3].

One feature of M2M communications defined by 3GPP [4]

is grouping machines into different clusters, which appears

to be an effective energy-efficient communication technique.

The benefit of clustering includes possibility of performing

traffic concentration and data compression at cluster heads

(CH). A typical clustering consists of two parts: CH selection

and cluster formation. As the CH takes more responsibility

and dissipates additional energy to transmit aggregated data

to the sink node, the power of CH can be quickly drained. In

this case, cooperative multiple-input-single-output (CMISO)

transmission scheme in long haul transmission between the

cluster and the sink node [5] is proposed.

Most related cluster-based work focuses on developing a

clustering algorithm considering several constrains, such as

channel interference, node location and residual energy, in

order to achieve different objectives including power con-

trol [2], energy efficiency [6] and Quality of Service (QoS) [7].

In addition, most recent literature only considers reduction

of overall system energy consumption, instead of prolonging

network lifetime which is defined as the duration from the

deployment of the network to the time that the battery of the

first node is fully drained [3]. Network lifetime reflects not

only the energy consumption of the whole network but also

the fairness of energy consumption among individual M2M

devices.

In [8], the authors apply brute-force search method to

optimize the number of cooperative nodes (Coops) and pro-

long network lifetime. However the authors consider neither

the CH data collection phase nor Coops selection method.

In [9], the authors conduct a systematic analysis on the

cooperative multiple-input-multiple-output (CMIMO) energy

consumption in a randomly distributed scenario. But in [9]

CH is preassigned and Coops is selected based on packet

error rate, regardless of other important constrains such as

residual energy. Besides, [9] measures network performance

by energy consumption instead of network lifetime. More-

over, in [10] [11], the authors propose cluster-based CMISO

communication with LEACH protocol [6]. However, LEACH

selects CH with a certain probability and does not consider

residual energy and location of nodes. Specifically, [10]

assumes both CH and Coops are selected randomly, while [11]

assumes the CH is located in the central of the network, which

is obviously not realistic.

All aforementioned literature does not focus on the best

CH and Coops selection which could result in the global

network lifetime extension. In this paper, we propose a novel

joint CH and Coops selection (JCCS) scheme by combining

exhaustive search technique with merge-and-split operation

based on Pareto order method considering residual energy,

location and channel condition.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section

II introduces system model, power consumption model and

problem formulation. In section III, we explain the proposed

JCCS scheme in detail to obtain the best CH and Coops

coalition. Some simulation results are provided in IV, and

conclusions are drawn in V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

The system model considers an M2M capillary networks

with N nodes: one CH, i cluster nodes (CNs) and j Coops as

shown in Fig.1, where N = 1+ i+ j. All nodes are randomly

distributed over the same cluster and the set of all nodes are
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Fig. 1. System Model

denoted by η = {CH,CN1, · · · , CNi, Coop1, · · · , Coopj}.

The channels of CNi and Coopj to CH , denoted by hCH,CNi

and hCH,Coopj
respectively and the channels between all

transmitting nodes within the cluster (CH and Coops) to the

sink node, denoted by hsin k, are all modeled by Rayleigh-

fading with square-law path loss. We assume that CH, CNs

and Coops in the same cluster know their channel conditions

and the distances between each transmitting node in the

cluster and the sink node, which is also known as long-haul

distance denoted by d, are the same. As referred to [12], we

adopt outage capacity instead of ergodic capacity to calculate

transmit power. Outage capacity is defined as the maximum

rate that can be transmitted over a channel with some outage

probability corresponding to the probability that the transmis-

sion cannot be decoded with negligible error probability. The

communication protocol consists of the following phases:

• Data collection phase (DC): CH collects and aggregates

data from all the other nodes, including both CNs and

Coops.

• Local broadcasting phase (LB): CH broadcasts the aggre-

gated data to all Coops.

• Long-haul cooperative transmission phase (LH): CH and

Coops jointly transmit the aggregated data to the sink

node based on the distributed space time codes (DSTC)

which is a cooperative technique investigated in [13]

such that CH and Coops share their antennas to create a

virtual array through distributed transmission and signal

processing.

Phase LB and LH form the CMISO transmission.

B. Power Consumption Model

In this paper, we use the power consumption model as

defined in [14]:

p = pa + pc (1)

where p is the power consumption of an individual node, pa is

the power consumption of the power amplifiers and pc is the

power consumption of all the other circuit blocks. Specifically,

pa is dependent on the transmit power pt. Without loss of

generality, pa = (1 + α)pt, where α is a constant depending

on RF power amplifier and modulation scheme. And pc is

composed of transmitter circuit blocks power consumption

denoted by pct, and receiver circuit blocks power consumption

denoted by pcr.

In the DC phase, CH acts as receiver dissipating power of

receiver circuit blocks, while all other nodes (CNs and Coops)

transmit data to CH, dissipating power of power amplifiers

as well as power of transmitter circuit blocks. Therefore, the

power consumption for CH, CNs and Coops in this phase

respectively, are

pDC
CH = pDC

cr,CH (2)

pDC
CNi

= pDC
a,CNi

+ pDC
ct,CNi

= (1 + α)pDC
t,CNi

+ pDC
ct,CNi

(3)

pDC
Coopj

= pDC
a,Coopj

+ pDC
ct,Coopj

= (1 + α)pDC
t,Coopj

+ pDC
ct,Coopj

(4)

In the LB phase, CH acts as transmitter to broadcast

the aggregated data to Coops, dissipating power of power

amplifiers as well as power of transmitter circuit blocks, and

Coops receive data information from CH, dissipating power

of receiver circuit blocks, while CNs do not participate in this

phase. Therefore, the power consumption for CH, CNs and

Coops in this phase respectively, are

pLB
CH = pLB

a,CH + pLB
ct,CH = (1 + α)pLB

t,CH + pLB
ct,CH (5)

pLB
CNi

= 0 (6)

pLB
Coopj

= pLB
cr,Coopj

(7)

In the LH phase, CH and Coops jointly transmit data to

the sink node, dissipating power of power amplifiers as well

as power of transmitter circuit blocks, while CNs do not

participate in this phase. Assuming energy of the sink node

is infinite, the energy consumption by the sink node can be

omitted. Therefore, the power consumption for CH, CNs and

Coops in this phase respectively, are

pLH
CH = pLH

a,CH + pLH
ct,CH = (1 + α)pLH

t,CH + pLH
ct,CH (8)

pLB
CNi

= 0 (9)

pLH
Coopj

= pLH
a,Coopj

+ pLH
ct,Coopj

= (1 + α)pLH
t,Coopj

+ pLH
ct,Coopj

(10)

C. Transmit Power pt

As referred to [14], in order to guarantee the QoS require-

ment, the outage probability Pout should not be larger than

the threshold value Pthr
out , under fixed outage capacity Cout, in

which case the capacity regions of phase for CNs and Coops

in the DC phase are respectively constrained to

Pout,CNi
=

Pr{|hCH,CNi
|2 <

(22Cout − 1)σ2κ−1dδCH,CNi

pDC
t,CNi

}
(11)

Pout,Coopj
=

Pr{
∣∣hCH,Coopj

∣∣2 <
(22Cout − 1)σ2κ−1dδCH,Coopj

pDC
t,Coopj

}
(12)
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where pDC
t,CNi

and pDC
t,Coopj

is the transmit power of CNi and

Coopj in the DC phase respectively, σ2 is the Gaussian noise

variance, dCH,CNi
and dCH,Coopj

is the distance between CH

to CNi and the distance between CH to Coopj respectively, κ

is a constant which depends on the propagation environment.

Because hCH,CNi
∼ X2

2 (i.e., chisquare distributed R.V. with

2 degrees of freedom) and the cumulative distribution func-

tion(cdf) of X2
2 is the regularized incomplete Gamma func-

tion [15], i.e. FX2

2

(b) = Γ(1, b), where Γ(1, b) =
∫ b

0
e−xdx,

we have,

Pout,CNi
= Γ(1,

(22Cout − 1)σ2κ−1dδCH,CNi

pDC
t,CNi

) (13)

Similarly,

Pout,Coopj
= Γ(1,

(22Cout − 1)σ2κ−1dδCH,Coopj

pDC
t,Coopj

) (14)

Therefore, we can obtain transmit power pDC
t,CNi

and pDC
t,Coopj

when Pout,CNi
= Pout,Coopj

= Pthr
out .

In the LB phase, due to the broadcasting nature of wireless

channel, once the cooperative node Coopj with the worst

channel receives data from CH, other Coops can receive the

data simultaneously. As refer to [16], the data received by all

Coops needs to be decoded correctly, and the transmit power

pLB
t,CH can be derived from

1

2
log2(1 +

pLB
t,CH

σ2
κd−δ

CH,Coopj

∣∣hCH,Coopj

∣∣2) ≥ Cout (15)

that is,

pLB
t,CH =

(22Cout − 1)σ2κ−1dδCH,Coopj∣∣hCH,Coopj

∣∣2 (16)

In the LH phase, based on DSTC coding, each transmitting

node has the same transmit power, thus, pLH
t,CH = pLH

t,Coopj
=

pMISO
t

/
(j+1) , the outage probability is

Pout,CH/Coopj
= Pr{|hsin k|

2
<

(22Cout − 1)σ2κ−1dδ

pMISO
t

/
(j + 1)

}

(17)

where Γ(j + 1, b) = 1

j!

∫ b

0
xje−xdx, we can obtain

pMISO
t

/
(j + 1) when setting Pout,CH/Coopj

= Pthr
out .

D. Problem Formulation

The main objective of this paper is to maximize network

lifetime. Denote the energy consumption of a node during the

three phases in unit time by e, we have,

e =
1

3
× pDC +

1

3
× pLB +

1

3
× pLH (18)

Denote eCH , eCNi
and eCoopj

to be energy consumption

during unit time of CH , CNi and Coopj respectively.

The lifetime of an individual node is,

T =
E

e
(19)

where E is residual energy of the node when setting up a

scenario. Denote TCH , TCNi
and TCoopj

to be the lifetime of

CH , CNi and Coopj respectively.

As to CH, the energy consumption during three phases in

unit time is,

eCH =
1

3
× pDC

CH +
1

3
× pLB

CH +
1

3
× pLH

CH (20)

Substituting pDC
CH , pLB

CH and pLH
CH in (2)(5)(8) respectively

into (20), the energy consumption of CH is,

eCH =
1

3
× pDC

cr,CH

+
1

3
×
[
(1 + α)× pLB

t,CH + pLB
ct,CH

]

+
1

3
×
[
(1 + α)× pLH

t,CH + pLH
ct,CH

]
(21)

that is,

eCH =
1

3
×(1+α)×(pLB

t,CH+pLH
t,CH)+

1

3
×pcr+

2

3
×pct (22)

Since pLH
t,CH = pLH

t,Coopj
= pMISO

t
/
(j+1), we have,

eCH =
1

3
×(1+α)×(pLB

t,CH+
pMISO
t

j + 1
)+

1

3
×pcr+

2

3
×pct (23)

Thus, the lifetime of CH can be derived from (19), that is,

TCH =
ECH

eCH
=

3× ECH

(1 + α)× (pLB
t,CH +

pMISO
t

j+1
) + pcr + 2× pct

(24)

where ECH is the residual energy of CH .

Similarly, the energy consumption of CNi during three

phases in unit time is,

eCNi
=

1

3
× pDC

CNi
+

1

3
× pLB

CNi
+

1

3
× pLH

CNi
(25)

Substituting pDC
CNi

, pLB
CNi

and pLH
CNi

in (3)(6)(9) respectively

into (25), the energy consumption of CNi is,

eCNi
=

1

3
×
[
(1 + α)× pDC

t,CNi
+ pDC

ct,CNi

]
+ 0 + 0

=
1

3
× (1 + α)× pDC

t,CNi
+

1

3
× pct

(26)

Thus, the lifetime of CNs can be derived from (19), that is,

TCNi
=

ECNi

eCNi

=
3× ECNi

(1 + α)× pDC
t,CNi

+ pct
(27)

where ECNi
is the residual energy of CNi.

Similarly, the energy consumption of Coopj during three

phases in unit time is,

eCoopj
=

1

3
× pDC

Coopj
+

1

3
× pLB

Coopj
+

1

3
× pLH

Coopj
(28)
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Substituting pDC
Coopj

, pLB
Coopj

and pLH
Coopj

in (4)(7)(10) respec-

tively into (28), the energy consumption of Coopj is,

eCoopj
=
1

3
×
[
(1 + α) × pDC

t,Coopj
+ pDC

ct,Coopj

]

+
1

3
× pLB

cr,Coopj

+
1

3
×
[
(1 + α)× pLH

t,Coopj
+ pLH

ct,Coopj

]

=
1

3
× (1 + α)× (pDC

t,Coopj
+ pLH

t,Coopj
)

+
1

3
× pcr +

2

3
× pct

(29)

The lifetime of Coops can be derived from (19), that is,

TCoopj
=
ECoopj

eCoopj

=
3× ECoopj

(1 + α)× (pDC
t,Coopj

+
pMISO
t

j+1
) +×pcr + 2× pct

(30)

where ECoopj
is the residual energy of Coopj .

Then the network lifetime denoted by Tnet is

Tnet = min{TCH, TCN1
, · · · , TCNi

, TCoop1
, · · · , TCoopj

}
(31)

Therefore, the research problem can be expressed as

arg max{Tnet} (32)

III. DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1 Exhaustive search combined with merge-and-split

operation based on Pareto order

Step 1. Initialization
N nodes randomly distributed in scenario.
Each node solely forms a coalition.
Step 2. Exhaustive search

REPEAT
Assume a selected node to be CH and all other nodes to be CNs.
Step 3. Merge-and-split operation based on Pareto order

a) Sort CNs in order. Sort all CNs according to residual energy in
descending order. Denote the concatenated sequence by S.

b) M = Merge{S}. CH starts the merge rule by attempting to
cooperate with CN1 until the last coalition CNN−1 merge
attempting finishes.

c) F = Split{M}. Coalition M attempts to split all possible
coalitions containing CH until the final coalition which owns the
highest payoff is obtained.

UNTIL Every node obtains its highest payoff and corresponding best
Coops.

Each node along with its best Coops forms its cooperator coalition.
Step 4. Compare payoff of all nodes
The node with highest payoff among all nodes is the best CH and the
corresponding cooperator coalition is the set of CH and all Coops.

The proposed exhaustive search combined with merge-and-

split operation based on Pareto order algorithm in JCCS

scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1. As explained in [17],

exhaustive search is a general problem-solving technique in

computer science that consists of systematically enumerating

all possible candidates for the solution and checking whether

each candidate satisfies the problem’s statement. We apply

exhaustive search to find the payoff value of each node

whilst the selected node is assumed to be the CH in each

enumerating process. In the proposed algorithm, the payoff

refers to network lifetime, which is explained in the System

Model section in detail.

Pareto order means that a group of players prefer to join

a collection A rather than B, if at least one player is able to

improve its payoff when the structure has been changed from

B to A without cutting down the payoffs of any others [18].

We label CH by {CH} and sort the other nodes in well de-

fined descending orders by residual energy. The concatenated

sequence are suitable for comparing collections of coalitions

denoted by { CN1} , · · · , { CNi} , · · · , { CNN−1} .

Therefore the network is partitioned by S =
{CH} , {CN1}, · · · , {CNi} , · · · , {CNN−1}. In the

Merge Operation, {CH} starts the merge rule by

attempting to cooperate with {CN1} by Pareto order. If

{CH ∪ CN1}�Pareto{CH}, which means the payoff of

the formed merge coalition {CH,CN1} is better than that

of previous coalition {CH} , then merge occurs and the

new coalition S1 = {CH ∪ CN1} forms; otherwise if

{CH}�Pareto{CH ∪ CN1}, which means the payoff of the

previous coalition {CH} is better than that of the formed

merge coalition {CH,CN1}, CH cannot merge with CN1,

then S1 = {CH}. Similarly, S1 attempts to merge with the

rest of {CNi} in turn, in order to obtain the better coalition

which owns greater payoff in each merging round. This

iteration ends with a final merged coalition M after the last

node {CNN−1} in the concatenated sequence experiences the

merge operation.

In the Split Operation, considering CH is the original sender

as well as one of the cooperators, every possible coalition

containing CH is split from M , and Pareto order is also used

to compare the payoff of these coalitions to obtain a better

coalition in each round until a final coalition containing the

selected CH and the corresponding Coops with maximum

payoff is selected.

Finally, combined with the exhaustive search technique, the

best coalition is selected with the maximum payoff among all

nodes.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Assume 10 nodes are randomly distributed within a circle of

100 meter radius. As mentioned in the System Model section,

the constant κ is set to 1, the path loss parameter δ is set to

3, the Gaussian noise variance σ2 is 10−12 W, and the outage

capacity Cout is 1.4 b/s/Hz. The initial residual energy of

each node is between 1J to 1.5J randomly. Besides, we adopt

circuit power consumption model in paper [14]. To verify the

proposed JCCS algorithm, we simulate and compare the results

with the following scheme: CMISO with LEACH CH selection

in paper [11].

First, we observe the network lifetime with different long-

haul distance in Fig.2. The outage probability threshold is

P thr
out = 10−4. In Fig.2, the network lifetime of both algorithms

decreases significantly with respect to long-haul distance, as

more transmit power is required. Besides, the proposed JCCS
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Fig. 2. Network lifetime vs. the long-haul distance

algorithm can prolong network lifetime time by almost 10% in

average compared to CIMSO with LEACH algorithm, because

JCCS chooses CH and Coops considering more reasonable

factors such as the position and residual energy of nodes

in three phases. Since the transmission energy in phase LH

dominates the overall energy consumption, the gap of overall

energy consumption between the two algorithms decreases

with increase of long-haul distance.
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Fig. 3. Network lifetime vs. outage probability threshold

Secondly, Fig.3 shows the network lifetime with different

outage probability threshold. The long-haul distance is 300m.

The outage probability gives the probability of unsuccessful

transmission when the received SNR falls below a certain

specific SNR threshold. Correspondingly, outage probability

threshold represents quality of service in terms of minimum

transmit power to avoid outage, that is, the lower the outage

probability, the more transmit power and the better received

signal quality. It can be seen in Fig.3 that the network lifetime

goes up with the increase of outage probability threshold. Note

that the proposed JCCS algorithm outperforms CMIMO with

LEACH in network lifetime by almost 9% in average.
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Fig. 4. Energy consumption vs. the long-haul distance

Then, in case of long-haul distance, we examine the overall

energy consumption in Fig.4. The outage probability threshold

is P thr
out = 10−4. When the long-haul distance increases,

higher transmit power of phase LH is required, contributing

to more energy consumption in both algorithms. Besides, the

overall energy consumption of both algorithms are close to

each other. The reason is that more energy is dissipated in

phase LH compared to the other two phases and the energy

consumption of phase LH in both algorithm is almost the

same. However, with the long-haul distance increases from

350m to 450m, Fig.4 shows that the energy consumption of

CMISO with LEACH algorithm is less than that of proposed

JCCS algorithm, because less transmit power is required in

phase LH compared with the proposed JCCS algorithm when

the long-haul distance becomes longer.
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Fig. 5. Energy consumption vs. the outage probability threshold

Finally, in terms of different outage probability threshold,

Fig.5 shows the similar results compared to Fig.4. The long-

haul distance is 300m. We can see in Fig.5 that the overall
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energy consumption in both algorithms reduces as the outage

probability threshold increases. Besides, although the average

energy consumption of both algorithms are similar, there exists

two outage probability thresholds where energy consump-

tion are the same in both algorithms. Considering outage

probability threshold is used for transmit power calculation

in both phase DC and phase LH, the energy consumption

of proposed JCCS algorithm outperforms when the outage

probability threshold is below 10−4.6, due to less transmit

power of proposed JCCS algorithm in phase LH. When the

outage probability threshold increases from 10−4.6 to 10−4,

the energy consumption of CMISO with LEACH algorithm is

less than that of proposed JCCS algorithm, because it achieves

a better balance between the transmit power of both DC phase

and LH phase. When outage probability increases afterwards,

the transmission energy of phase DC has more impact on en-

ergy consumption, so the proposed JCCS algorithm performs

better.

In terms of Fig.2 to Fig.5, we can conclude that although the

overall energy consumption of both algorithms are almost the

same, the proposed JCCS algorithm improves network lifetime

significantly compared to CMISO with LEACH algorithm

because the proposed JCCS algorithm can evenly distribute

energy consumption among all nodes in the network.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate a joint CH and Coops algorithm

(JCCS) with the aim to maximize network lifetime in cluster-

based M2M capillary networks. We show that CH and Coops

selection plays an important role in data forwarding. The

proposed JCCS cooperative communication applies exhaustive

search combined with merge-and-split operation based on

Pareto order algorithm in order to select best coalition of CH

and Coops. Simulation results show that the proposed JCCS

algorithm outperforms algorithms with CMISO with LEACH

and can prolong network lifetime.
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